
team classics
1/2 day to full day

Adventure Challenge™
It’s All in a Day’s Play
Strap on your most comfortable gear, 
a playful spirit and a smile. Adventure 
Challenge is a dynamic series of group 
challenge initiatives and interactive 
games. Team members are challenged 
to call upon their leadership, problem 
solving and communication skills. 
Adventure Challenge can be conducted 
indoors or out.

C-Squared™
Corporations Building 
Communities
DillonMarcus, along with many of 
our clients, is committed to helping 
communities grow stronger. C-Squared 
is an awesome opportunity to leverage 
the best in team building with the best in 
community service. If you have done this 
before, you understand the uniting power 
of this type of experience. If you have not, 
you will be blown away. We have many 
options from which to choose: Wheels™ 
(building bicycles), to Ground™ (building 
play grounds) to School™ (going into 
schools to play, teach and learn together). 
If your heart is beating with the desire to 
help others thrive while building up your 
team, then let us help you with C-Squared.

Castle™
Superb Sand Sculpting
It’s built upon a fantasy, yet the benefits 
are real. Teams dream, plan and build 
castles beyond their wildest imagination. 
Sand sculpting develops the visioning, 
planning and execution skills teams need 
to achieve real business objectives. Watch 
team members take on new roles, form 
stronger relationships and grow together.

Festival™
Fulfilling Everyone’s Fantasy
Ceramics, kite flying, line dancing, cake 
decorating and juggling – imagine a 
whole field full of activities you’ve always 
dreamed of trying but never have. Select 
from an unending menu of options. 
Perfect for company picnics, Festival is 
a celebration of learning, risk-taking and 
self-expression.

Found™
Junk Sculpting &  
the Art of Business
Found is a forum for discovering more 
about ourselves, about each other and 
about what we can create when we 
collaborate. The activity is junk sculpting, 
yet the impact is priceless. Teams create 
a vision and then build a sculpture that 
represents something vital to them – an 
ideal team member or a new product. 
The excitement and energy builds 
as they compete for the coveted junk 
sculpting cup. 

Fraudeville™
A No-Talent, Talent Show
Experience the thrill and challenge of 
creating your very own variety show. 
After spending time in our Fraudeville 
workshops, attendees work together 
to create their very own “acts.” Magic, 
singing, dancing, and comedy are all part 
of the show. Your co-workers will never 
stop talking about this experience. Grab 
your cane, get your hat and have a ball 
taking center stage!

Launch™
Boat Building At Its Best
All hands on deck! Imagine ship mates 
challenged with the task of designing and 
building a boat that must hold and float 
fellow crew members! Using basic boat 
building materials, crews must decide on 
a design that maximizes both speed and 
safety. A microcosm for learning, Launch 
emphasizes service to the customer, 
quality craftsmanship and interpersonal 
communication.

Lights, Camera, Action!™
A Film Making Festival
Get ready to experience the thrill and 
challenge of creating your very own 
movie. After spending time in our Actors 
Studio Workshops, crews set out to create 
their very own feature film. Attendees 
form production crews to make movies 
showcasing your company and your 
products in a way that is relevant to your 
business goals. The movies both teach 
and team build! Hit the lights, grab your 
camera and have a great time getting into 
the action!

More Than Magic™
It’s No Illusion
It’s a fantasy come true as participants 
learn how to perform real magic. It’s a 
once in a lifetime experience for teams 
to impress themselves as they make the 
impossible seem possible. After watching 
and learning from a master magician, 
teams put on a ‘show’ that’s full of fun, 
magic and laughs. Anyone can perform a 
trick; now we learn how to make magic. 
Add that spark of magic to your work, 
teams and organizations. It’s no illusion – 
everyone has a great time!

Team building is about seeing ourselves as part of a larger whole, about tapping into the power and 
possibility that more than one can create. When you have the time to invest in this type of day, the 
results are undeniable. Fun, dynamic and full of impact!
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Mosaic Madness™
Framing Your Future
Mosaic Madness is an artistic adventure 
where the art studio is transformed into a 
workshop for creating the future together. 
After participating in a dynamic visioning 
process, groups roll up their sleeves 
and literally bring their vision to life 
in the form of a tile mosaic. The final 
piece serves as a visual representation 
of the groups’ mission and inspires 
conversation long after the session is 
over. So what are you waiting for? Let the 
hammering and grouting begin!

Pillars™ 

In Search of Your Values
You are a nation in search of the pillars 
to your success. As representatives of 
your tribe, you’ve been summoned to 
discover the values critical to achieving 
and sustaining your future – both literally 
and figuratively. Supplied with a map, 
your challenge is to acquire the pillars of 
your organization hidden in the woods. 
Heed the drums and come find the pillars 
to your success.

Ready, Set, Cook!™ 

A Recipe for Success
Say yes to an adventure in cooking. The 
kitchen transforms into a laboratory for 
working together, executing plans and 
delivering first class service. Participants 
loosen up as they don their aprons and 
get into the fantasy of becoming four-
star chefs. Each team creates a different 
part of the meal – it’s the perfect recipe 
for success. Watch the fun heat up as 
everyone gets cooking!

Rocket Science™
Propel Your Team Forward
The excitement starts when a modern 
day challenge is made by NASA to 
re-design the MARS landing module. 
Teams must give their landing module 
a name, share its design strengths and 
ultimately prove they have the “right 
stuff” to achieve this mission. Teams have 
a blast honing their problem solving and 
collaboration skills.

Ropes, Rocks,  
Dogs and Fire™
Team Building in Full Gear
As Shakespeare is to English, ropes 
courses are to experiential learning. 
Classic team building at its best, we offer 
it all from low ropes to high ropes, from 
rock climbing to dog sledding, from 
orienteering to fire walking. Outdoor 
adventure teaches us things about 
ourselves that can’t be learned in a book. 
It asks us to expand our boundaries 
beyond what we thought possible and 
provides memories that last a lifetime.

Upbeat™
Creating the Beat of Your Team
Imagine the awesome sound of drums, 
a whole bunch of drums, pounding 
out a beat—many beats—all coming 
together to create an amazing sound 
and a powerful feeling. Upbeat is a fun 
way to unleash the beat within your 
organization. Are you humming, thriving, 
and bopping to the beat of an amazing 
rhythm? If not, get Upbeat today.
 
You Guessed It™ 
Game Show
Imagine the wackiness of the Gong Show 
coupled with the intelligence of Jeopardy 
and you’ll come close to understanding 
the hilarious interactive nature of the You 
Guessed It game show. Customizable 
video and audio questions make this 
game show a hilarious multimedia 
experience. Perfect for product launches, 
milestone celebrations or after-dinner 
festivities.
 
Zagg!™ 
A Scavenger Hunt on Steroids
Become the contestants on your very 
own reality T.V. show! Embark on a 
mind-bending experience involving 
clues, critical thinking and collective 
intelligence. Get out of the office and 
get a clue as you participate in this 
“scavenger hunt on steroids.” Challenged 
intellectually and stimulated physically, 
teams return from Zagg with a renewed 
sense of enthusiasm. It’s a race where 
everybody wins!

                                     Looking to promote the Spirit of Brotherly Love? 

                            Zagg™ A Scavenger Hunt on Steroids 
                            Meets 18th Century Philadelphia
Get an upfront and intimate view of the sites, characters and historical facts that make Philadelphia the center of 
America’s independence. Fifteen clues delivered in a variety of formats – multimedia, written and manned; this is an 
incredible hands-on experience that will make both history and your hunt participants come alive!

challenge:

Enter through her wrought-iron gates,

For that is where your clue challenge awaits.

Points go to the teams,

Who can sew a star much like a seam!

Don’t just learn about 
history – relive it!
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